
 

 

  
 
 

Steve will entertain and educate with fun and compelling topics (see below) drawn from our most popular 
newsletters.  Who said finances can't be fun and educational?  No charge and no sales pitch!  Just contact Steve to 

schedule a speaking engagement with your church, volunteer group, employer, professional or social 
organization. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
We've pulled together some of our most fun facts about how 
our behavior affects our finances.  From why we do the 
opposite of buying low and selling high, to how retailers get 
us to buy more than we need, to why everyone believes they 
got a great deal on their new car, I'll show your audience how 
we are all predictably irrational with our finances.  In the end, 
you'll know how to manage you money better and avoid the 
common behavioral mistakes we all make. 
 
 
 
 

 

Social Security for Women 
and 
Social Security for Boomers 
 
We've also pulled together compelling information about 
how to maximize your social security benefits.  More than 
70% of Americans begin taking their social security at age 62, 
just because they can.  But many people are completely 
unaware of the many strategies available to couples, spouses 
and divorced individuals that can greatly increase their 
retirement benefits.  I'll show you little known strategies to 
maximize the benefits you have available. 
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Need A Speaker for Your Organization? 
 

Steve Allender, CRPC ® 

Aspen Creek Investments 

5670 Greenwood Plaza Blvd., Suite 350 

Greenwood Village, CO  80111 

720-330-1013 or steve@aspencreekinvestments.com 

Predictably Irrational:  How Our Behavior Affects Our Finances 

 


